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52’ - 4K

Dive into the Mediterranean! Discover hidden volcanoes, marvel at the exclusive 
and unique discoveries of an international scientific expedition, led by vulcanologist 
Francesco Italiano and world-famous Laurent Ballesta's team of divers.From Sicily 
to Naples, from Vesuvius to Stromboli, follow a fantastic journey to discover clues 
about the functioning of these volcanoes hidden beneath the surface; encounter rare 
and secret ecosystems as well as energy sources that were previously inaccessible. 
Understanding this environment could enable science to  anticipate the awakening of 
some of the deadliest volcanoes in the world.

PRESALE  Delivery Sept. 2021

Season 2: 15x26' & 2x52' - HD & 4K

This series brings us to the heart of 
our  living planet and into the infinite 
 diversity of the world's volcanoes. With 
stunning images and unique stories of 
men and volcanos, Season 2 explores 15 
new sites, featuring never-before-filmed 
 volcanoes. 9 episodes already  available.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

3x52’ & 3x45’- 4K

The Great Barrier Reef is a planet of its 
own, with over 9,000 species. The  series 
follows an international team of  scientists 
over 5 years, tasked with  developing 
groundbreaking  technological solutions 
to save the barrier reef from destruction. 
A spectacular wildlife film and a unique 
human adventure.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-204138-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/THE_FIRE_UNDER_THE_MEDITERRANEAN_SEA-ARTE_Distribution.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_feu_de_la_Mer_Mediterranee
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-11124704-SERIES-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DES_VOLCANS_ET_DES_HOMMES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15270512-SERIES.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/PLANET_REEF_-_treatment_ARTE_Distribution.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_GRANDE_BARRIERE_DE_CORAIL-LE_COEUR_DE_L_OCEAN
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52’ - 4K

Follow an incredible journey with 
 migratory birds from Europe to  Africa 
and the Middle East, facing  pollution, 
 urbanization and climate change. 
 Discover the fascinating relationship 
between humans and wild animals.   

6x52' - 4K

 
This series reveals how beautiful some sites are and their unique ecosystems in the 
company of rangers, zoologists or biologists who work on the ground to conserve 
them. Within them, animal species and nature live in perfect harmony. Sadly, their 
wealth makes them a prime target for men’s greed. The fight to protect them is a 
relentless struggle, and the people who lead it have become true heroes of our time. 
Already available: The Caño Cristales River (Colombia) & The Bissagos Islands 
 (Guinea-Bissau). Soon available: The Galapagos Islands (Ecuador), Iguazú Falls 
 (Brazil/Argentina), Umphang (Thailand) & Lake Kaindy (Kazakhstan)

PRESALE  Delivery Nov. 2021

52’ - 4K

Travel the world with scientists from 
Japan to Iceland to understand the 
power of moss! Moss has helped 
 develop multiple ecosystems since its 
appearance 450 million years ago. It 
has no roots, no vascular system and 
a very primitive reproductive system… 

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-059034-VI-PGM-VOF.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NATURA_EUROPA___LES_AILES_BATTANTES_DE_L_EUROPE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14978662-SERIES.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/SAVING_PARADISE__treatment_VE_ARTE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199189-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/SUPER_MOSS_TREATMENT_ARTEDISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Sa_Majeste_les_mousses
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52’ -  HD

Soon, growing old will no longer be 
 considered an irreversible  biological 
 process, but a curable disease. 
 Researchers decipher the mechanisms 
of aging, with the promise of longer and 
heathier lives for humankind.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

52’ - HD

With the Tokyo 2021 Olympic Games 
approaching... we are going to immerse 
 ourselves in the champions’ minds. What 
is on an athlete's mind? What are the 
new methods to improve one' s mental 
state and to be competitive? Made with 
athletes, mental trainers, researchers 
and scientists, this film is a deep dive 
into champions’ minds.

PRESALE  Delivery June 2021

52’ & 70’- 4K

At the edge of our solar system scientists believe lies a huge planet, ten times  bigger 
than ours, that remains to be discovered. Several teams of international experts 
have engaged in a frantic race to detect it, and they are this close. Such a discovery is 
rare and truly groundbreaking! It would be, now that Pluto has been stripped of its 
 status as a “true” planet, the 9th planet revolving around the sun. The little we know 
about it now already questions our knowledge of how the solar system works. We 
will   follow these Planet Hunters in their quest in search of this terra incognita: their 
challenges, their stress, their mistakes, their disappointments, their daily enthusiasm. 
We will accompany them until the final moment of this very important discovery.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/FOREVER_YOUNG-ARTE_DISTRIBUTION-TREATMENT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Vieillir_en_restant_jeune
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-203675-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_CHAMPIONS_VE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Dans_la_tete_des_champions
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15519732-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_DISTRIB_PLANET9_29112019-TREATMENT_.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_9eme_Planete


52’ - HD

Allergy rates are soaring  dramatically all 
over the globe. Experts are  predicting 
that by 2050, one in two will suffer 
from them. To control of the  epidemic, 
 scientists are investigating the link 
between  genetics,  environmental 
 factors and our modern lifestyles. They 
are  developing  revolutionary new 
 approaches to prevention and treatment.

90' - HD

They are Walmart, Carrefour,  Leclerc 
... In 70 years, these small grocers have 
 become powerful multinationals and 
the race for low prices is not  without 
 consequence... After decades of growth, 
these giants are  trying  to  get  a 
chokehold  on  the distribution market.

52’ & 90' - HD

To improve its own health, Big Tech 
has decided to take over ours. Google, 
Apple, Facebook, Amazon and many 
other  digital corporations have already 
started defrauding our medical data 
and  replacing national health structures 
by mining their users’ personal data. Is 
health the next sector facing  Uberization? 
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52’ & 90' -  HD

In recent years, populist movements 
have been mobilizing public opinion and 
gaining traction thanks to information 
technology. Trump in the USA;  Bolsonaro 
in Brazil, etc. Populism is a method of 
conquering power. For the first time, this 
investigative film is shedding a light on 
the ones orchestrating this chaos and 
their methods.

PRESALE  Delivery June 2021 PRESALE  Delivery July 2021PRESALE  Delivery June 2021PRESALE  Delivery July 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Allergy_alert_paranoia_in_our_immune_system-TREATMENTok.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Un_monde_d_allergiques
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/MASS-MARKET-RETAILING_dossier_ARTE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_grande_distribution_va-t-elle_s_auto-detruire__
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14931199-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_DISTRIB_WHEN_BIG_TECH_TARGETS_HEALTHCARE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Main_basse_sur_votre_medecine
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_Hacking_democracy__Treatment.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_ingenieurs_du_chaos


PRESALE : OCT 2021
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9x5'- HD

These nine 5 minute modules will 
 immerse us in the very heart of  Japanese 
society, in the very heart of Tokyo, its 
 energy, its fantasy, its  contradictions. 
Each episode is designed for a fun 
 discovery experience and to dissect 
 typically  Japanese traditions, such as 
ways of doing things that are millennial 
and hypermodern.

3x20' & 52' - HD

Every day, 6 billion emojis punctuate our virtual exchanges, our tweets or  Instagram 
posts! How many are they? Which are the most used in the world? A playful and 
offbeat investigation into the world of emojis: the little  ideograms we use in our 
 instant messaging. How did a fun, pop Esperanto go from being a work of art to being 
an instrument of cultural domination? This story enables us to decipher the modern 
evolution of language and the ever-present influence of Big Tech, the masters of our 
digital world.

ROUGH CUT AVAILABLE

2021 Sunny Side line-up

10x6' & 52'- HD

On January 3, 2009, a certain  Satoshi 
 Nakamoto launched Bitcoin, the 
first  reliable cryptocurrency. In 2011, 
 Nakamoto disappeared. This series 
 deciphers the workings of the Bitcoin 
 revolution and investigates the identity 
of its creator. 

PRESALE  Delivery Aug. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-057069-VF-PGM-VF.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/GACHA_GACHA
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/EMOJIS_-_treatment_-_ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMOJI_NATION
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/SATOSHI_dossier_VE_ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_SATOCHI___A_L_ORIGINE_DES_CRYPTOMONNAIES
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2x52' - HD

For 70 years, the Red Army was one 
of the foundations of the USSR, an 
 instrument of fear and admiration, 
a symbol of  liberation and coercion. 
This  documentary explores its history, 
 combining the epic narrative and the 
 deconstruction of the myth. Trotsky's 
name is attached to its creation, but most 
of its past is made of defeats and failures.

2021 Sunny Side line-up

52’ & 90'-  HD

In the final months of the Second World War, 700,000 prisoners were evacuated from 
concentration camps and sent on the roads throughout Europe. Between 250,000 
and 300,000 died from exhaustion or were massacred by the guards or even  civilians 
in Austria and Germany. Through exclusive film archive and written journals, we 
will reveal one of the lesser known chapters of the end of the 3rd Reich,a story of 
 unbelievable brutality and murder.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

52’ & 90' - 4K

Archaeologists have discovered the 
 remains of a Buddhist city of  incredible 
wealth, from which they are  unearthing 
thousands of treasures. The Mes 
 Aynak site is a unique opportunity for 
 archaeologists to explore and  understand 
Buddhism.

PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14199191-SERIES-TRAILER.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_DISTRIBUTION_HISTORY_OF_RED_ARMY_TREATMENT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DE_L_ARMEE_ROUGE__L__
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15348093-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_Nazi_death_marches_TREATMENT_.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_marches_de_la_mort___l_impense_genocidaire_1944-1945
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/THE_BURIED_TREASURES_OF_AFGHANISTAN.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_tresors_afghans_du_bouddhisme
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2x52' - HD

Back in the days of the Shah, Iran and Israel were friendly countries. The Islamic 
 Revolution of 1979 shifted Tehran's ambitions to one side and Washington and Tel 
Aviv’s to the other. After the first Gulf War and the gradual collapse of the Soviet Union, 
the Americans dominated the Middle East. It was time to push for a  resolution of the 
conflict between Israel and its Arab neighbours.  Based on unprecedented  archival 
research and access to high profile players in Israel, Iran, Lebanon and the US, the film 
looks back over a period of forty years to offer relevant insight to  understanding the 
new Middle East. 

8x26' - HD

Everyday folk are all the rage - and they 
often make excellent fictional  characters. 
This series takes up where fictional 
 adaptations leave off and tells the real-
life stories they are based on, to  re-trace 
the extraordinary lives of ordinary 
people. With the stories of Mark Ashton, 
Lucie Aubrac, Gerry Conlon, the Monks 
of Tibhirine and the Abbé Pierre.
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52 & 90' - HD

An animated documentary that draws 
the psychological portrait of a man 
who constantly defied death. These 
 confrontations will change the course 
of his life and support his idea of being 
"the chosen one." 2021 will mark the 
 bicentenary of the death of Napoleon.

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14358227-SERIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/444_Jours_-_La_crise_Iran_-_USA
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-056015.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/D_APRES_UNE_HISTOIRE_VRAIE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15223473-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/NAPOLEON_-_TREATMENT_ARTEDISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Napoleon_et_la_mort___l_histoire_intime_d_une_destinee


52'- HD

Deep Throat was the first porn movie shown in 1972 on the big screen for the  general 
public. Porn was no longer confined to screenings in sex shops and was becoming 
mainstream; it even became synonymous with freedom. Female pleasure is put 
forward in a playful film: the clitoris was actually the hero of the film. But a few years 
later, Linda Lovelace, the first porn star in history, was the first to speak out against 
the conditions in porn. No one believed her. The resonance with current events is 
staggering. At the time of the #MeToo movement, her testimony and its reception 
takes on a whole new dimension.
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52'- HD

Discover the portrait of a whimsical and 
rebellious, yet cultured and  cosmopolitan 
actor, screenwriter and director – going 
against the grain of  conventional 
 Hollywood filmmakers: from The Maltese 
Falcon to Prizzi's  Honor. Our  collection 
could not be complete  without this 
 artist's portrait, that of a Hollywood 
 legend. 

2021 Sunny Side line-up

PRESALE  Delivery July 2021 PRESALE  Delivery Dec. 2021

52'- HD

An immersion in a daring adventure of 
iconic French cinema: the French New 
Wave. At the turn of the 60s, filmmakers 
like Godard and Varda created a unique 
aesthetic, still provoking fascination and 
controversy.

ROUGH CUT AVAILABLE

PRESALE  Delivery Nov. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199174-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199174-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Deep_Throat__quand_le_porno_est_sorti_du_ghetto
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-058626.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/JOHN_HUSTON_VE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JOHN_HUSTON___L_HOMME_QUI_VOULAIT_VIVRE_DANS_UN_ROMAN
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/NOUVELLE_VAGUE_VE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_nouvelle_vague____Avant_apres
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52'- HD

Her early years tell a story that is diametrically opposed to her current image – she 
used to be a girl over influenced by images and the film industry. From her precocious 
status as a sex symbol to her consecration as a filmmaker, Jodie Foster's story is about 
a feminist struggle, albeit atypical, fought on and off the screen. Beautiful but never 
passive, heroic but not masculine, sexual but not eroticized: she cultivates her subtle, 
paradoxical androgyny from film to film.

52'- HD

In 1930s Sicily, an immigrant became 
a successful director in America. Frank 
 Capra believed in the American dream 
as much as he lived it, twisting reality 
in  order to become one with the almost 
mythological "Land of Opportunity".

2021 Sunny Side line-up

52’ - HD

Daniel Day-Lewis is the only actor in the 
history of cinema to have won 3 Oscars. 
Known for the dramatic intensity of his 
roles, he has been directed by Hollywood 
legends such as Scorsese and Spielberg. 
This film harks back to the roots of a 
 family mythology, in which the actor is 
the last hero, in spite of himself.

PRESALE  Delivery July 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-057247-VE-PGM-VE.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_Anthony_Perkins_VE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-056682.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Arte_Frank_Capra_VE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/FRANK_CAPRA___LA_VIE_EST_BELLE__
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199970-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ARTE_Daniel_D._Lewis_TREATMENT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DANIEL_DAY-LEWIS___L_HERITIER
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52' - HD

After decades of growth when  every 
 excess was allowed, the fashion  industry 
is currently at a turning point, caught 
up in political issues: sustainable 
 development, cultural  representation 
and appropriation, equality, gender 
 issues... How is the fashion industry 
 facing these challenges ?

52' - HD

SPECIAL TRIBUTE FOR THE 50th ANNIVERSARY
of Jim Morrison's Death on July, 3, 1971
 
Heart attack? CIA plot? Overdose? The police having, strangely, not ordered any 
 autopsy, the questions do not end up feeding the myth. A cold case told by those who 
knew the real Morrison. A documentary between  investigation and portrait,  enriched 
with numerous archives, to finally close the Jim Morrison case 50 years after his death.

ROUGH CUT AVAILABLE

2021 Sunny Side line-up

PRESALE  Delivery June 2021

52' - HD

This is the portrait of a major pop 
 music  artist. His vertiginous career 
tells an  intimate and intense story of 
his  relationship with his home country 
over the past 25 years. From popstar to 
 anonymous cartoon character, he shifts 
effortlessly between musical genres, but 
his style always seems to stay true to his 
British roots.

PRESALE  Delivery Aug. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-058332-VE-PGM-VE.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/WHEN_FASHION_MEETS_POLITICS_TREATMENT_ARTE_DISTRIB.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/startSearch.action?searchQuery=FASHION+MATTERS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_Jim_Morrison_ENGLISH.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JIM_MORRISON_-_LAST_DAYS_IN_PARIS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-056877.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DAMON_ALBARN-TREATMENT-ARTEDISTRIBUTION-.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DAMON_ALBARN____MIDDLE_CLASS_HERO
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52’ - HD

It was read in three or four nights, hidden 
in one's bedroom, by candlelight. The 
book was banned by the Soviet regime. 
It was sold as contraband, hidden under 
those  oversized overcoats people wore 
in the USSR. Boris Pasternak's great no-
vel  Doctor  Jivago won the Nobel Prize in 
Literature in 1958. 

52' - HD

In 2019, Toni Morrison, celebrated  novelist 
and the first black female  author to be 
awarded the Nobel Prize in  Literature, 
passed away at the age of 88. Her 11 
 novels were translated into dozens of 
languages. She brought the stories of 
African Americans to life and in turn 
showcased the silenced history of her 
people.

2021 Sunny Side line-up

52’ -  HD

 In 1991 the release of American Psycho was a bombshell. With over a million copies 
sold in the USA, Bret Easton Ellis’ novel is a deep dive into the sick mind of a yuppie 
serial killer. American Psycho has become a cult work, adapted twice for the cinema. 
Its destiny? To provide enough material by itself for yet another novel.

PRESALE  Delivery July 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-050464-VE-PGM-VE.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Je_vous_invite_a_mon_execution__Le_dossier_Docteur_Jivago
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-194060-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Toni_Morrison
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/AMERICAN_PSYCHO_-_ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/American_psycho
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52’ - HD

At the end of the 19th century, painters were engaged in a genuine aesthetic 
 revolution. Dive deep into the maelstrom of the Industrial Revolution, when art 
and cinema invented each other.  On the occasion of an exhibition event on the links 
between painting, photography and cinema in Orsay in 2021, this documentary will 
take the viewer into the effervescence of the end of the 19th century, which gave 
birth to the modern gaze.

4x26’ - HD

This series retraces the origins and 
 journeys of major European works of 
 international significance, whose  original 
manuscript has survived through the 
ages. Each film attempts to analyze an 
original manuscript as if it were a crucial 
clue, to reveal the secrets behind each 
work. 

2021 Sunny Side line-up

PRESALE  Delivery July 2021 PRESALE  Delivery June 2021

52' - HD

Asimov is considered as the father of 
science fiction, with over 500 works 
 published. He had anticipated robots 
 taking over, computers and electronics 
invading our homes, overpopulation, 
and man’s estrangement from nature... 
This film presents the theories of a man 
who saw yesterday what science would 
be bringing to us today.

PRESALE  Delivery Sept. 2021

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Painters_and_filmmakers_in_the_belle_epoqueTREATMENT-_ARTE_DISTRIBUTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VOUS_AVEZ_DIT_CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_AVENTURE_DES_MANUSCRITS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199172-ONEOFF_ONLY
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Isaac_Asimov_treatment_Arte.pdfhttps://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Isaac_Asimov_treatment_Arte.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Isaac_Asimov__l_ecrivain_qui_voyait_l_avenir
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